Holy Hallucinations 30
This is a response to PPSimmons’ video “Nylonase, Everest, and EVOLUTIONGATE.”
Before we proceed with the reamage, however, I did want to mention that I had also considered addressing Pastor Carl Gallups’ somewhat distasteful views on the death of the late great Christopher Hitchens. However it turned out that MeridianFrost beat me to the punch and did a fabulous job of removing Carl’s testicles with surgical precision and handing them back to him on a plate. If you haven’t come across this wanton and gratuitous act of pwnage, I’d highly recommend that you pop over to his channel and check it out.
Now getting back to the matter in hand, I have to confess to growing a little weary of addressing the seemingly unending seepage of mind-boggling stupidity and unashamed dishonesty emanating from this particular cabal of creationist cretins. I was also astounded by the sheer banality on the alleged arguments in this new, freshly-squeezed offering because, if anything, they were even more preposterous than the jokes they proffered in their last anti-science video and that we all laughed at in Holy Hallucination 29.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the sewage has been spilled and since someone has to clean it up, it might as well be me. Unfortunately and much to my regret, Pastor Gallups was, for some reason, conspicuously absent in this video which means that I won’t have the pleasure of introducing his anus to the business end of my fact-mop this time, and also that I had to think of a name for his less-than-eloquent replacement.
In this respect, I decided not to refer to him as PP in order to differentiate him from the rest of the slack-jawed, cranially defective simpletons at the PPSimmons channel. Instead I settled on using the long-form of the acronym and will addressing him as PissPants for the purposes of this rebutta,l and for any other rectal misinformation reinsertion procedures I may be forced to perform on him in the future.
So, PissPants, let’s not keep you waiting any longer. Why don’t you get ready by dropping your pants and leaving them in the corner while we take a look at what you have to say about nylonase?
“Nylonase is one of the heroes of modern evolution theorists. According to the claims, bacteria have developed the ability to digest nylon.”
Alright, Pisspants. Ten seconds in and I already have to stop it there. It seems that you’re either attempting to insinuate that the recent appearance of the nylonase gene is simply an unsubstantiated claim or that like your fellow simpleton, Carl Gallups, your use of language is sloppier than the pallid gelatinous material sloshing around inside NephilimFree’s cranial cavity.
I personally am suspecting the latter, in which case I‘d strongly recommend that you reconsider the importance you place in the words you select and the order that you use them before you open your mouth if you want to avoid sounding like a drugged-up, lobotomized chimpanzee with a crippling learning disability.
If on the other hand, you were being deceitful rather than doltish, then I’d like to point you not only in the direction of the substantial scientific literature regarding the origins, cloning, purification and characterization of these enzymes, but also to the fact that Prijambada and colleagues have also demonstrated the de novo evolution of nylonase in the laboratory in Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
In either case, Pisspants, the first ten seconds of your video have only succeeded in providing compelling evidence that you’re not going to be much of an improvement on good old Pastor Carl.
“But is nylonase worthy of the exaggerated claims made to promote it as ‘evolution observed’?”
Nylonase is a good example of the molecular evolution of proteins, and in fact is an unusual one because of the extreme rapidity with which it arose. It’s only been ‘promoted’ in the way you’re implying in order to respond to a very specific-but-spurious claim made by creationists, that is that evolution cannot provide new ‘information’.
This statement exemplifies the either deliberate or inadvertent, but in either case childishly simpleminded, creationist mindset that seems to think that evolutionary theory should be provable with one or two simple pieces of evidence, and concomitantly that it can therefore also be disproved by attacking just one or two pieces of evidence.
In the real world though, Pisspants, the reality of biological evolution and the veracity of the generalities of evolutionary theory are supported by an ocean of concordant cross-confirmatory evidence from dozens of fields of scientific research, and so and has been proved beyond all reasonable doubt to everyone but the most demented, dimwitted idiots or deliberately ignorant religious zealots. 
“Bacteria are asexual microorganisms that can rapidly reproduce. While it would appear that bacterial offspring are effectively a clone of the parent, this genetic homogeneity would reduce the bacterial population’s ability to… er… quickly respond to changing environments. Instead, bacteria have numerous mechanisms for introducing genetic variation into a growing population.”
I was a little taken aback by this sudden change of tack, Pisspants, because I’d been expecting to hear a little more about your ignorant and fatuous opinions on nylonase when you suddenly changed the subject. We’ll see where you’re taking this a little later, but first allow me to explain why you and your little monkey friends at the PPSimmons channel fucked yourselves royally up the arse here in an act of quite astonishing yet hilarious self-pwnage. Presumably this embarrassment came about because none of you took even a moment to think about the implications of this passage or, perhaps more accurately, because none of you are capable of thinking at all.
In order to explain, however, I need to resort to a word that I’m reluctant to use in the presence of creationists. That word is “information”, and the reason for my reticence is because experience has shown me that ‘tards like you love jump onto it with all the eagerness of a Frenchman walking into a prostitutes’ convention that’s being held in a garlic baguette factory and then abuse it as vigorously as a Frenchman would a prostitute with a garlic baguette.
Nevertheless, I’m going to take a risk here and suggest to you that the increase in phenotypic variation elicited by the mechanisms that you refer to also constitutes an increase in the “information” in the population by any twisted or dishonest definition you or your fellow lying scumbags have or can come up with, as well as by those used by people capable of reasoned thought.
Unfortunately for you, though Pisspants, it happens that the two major mechanisms that introduce this genetic variation into bacterial populations are, guess what? Mutation and DNA recombination by transposition – both of which are random processes.
Now, correct me if I’m wrong, but isn’t it generally the position of cretins like you that random processes cannot generate new information? That is of course a rhetorical question because one of the drooling, inbred simpletons at PPSimmons has already answered it in the comments section of your video, where he responded to someone pointing out that the original nylonase mutation created 2400 bits of new information with the following tired old creationist canard:
“The nylonase frame shift resulted in an organism 50 times less efficient than its precursor. It wasn't a creation of new information but rather a re-org of the old.”
So there we have it, Pisspants. A perfect example of what you get when your use of definitions is as fluid as an alcoholics breakfast, because you’ve just demonstrated how, for creationists like you, words only mean whatever they need to mean at any given time to advance your dishonest argumentation. As a result, of course, filthy little liars like you are forced to sacrifice a little thing called consistency, as in this case where in one breath you’re claiming that bacterial populations need to produce new phenotypic traits, while in another you pwn yourself royally by claiming that in doing so they aren’t creating anything new.
And by the way, your simian colleague’s claim as to the resulting organism being “50 times less efficient” didn’t escape my notice either. Of course the little monkey responsible didn’t provide a reference for this somewhat bold assertion, but fortunately the number did ring a bell with me, so I went back to reread an old paper on the purification and kinetic characterization of nylonase, where I found the following passage:
“6-Aminohexanoic acid oligomer hydrolase had very low specific activity of only 1.05 units/mg protein compared to other linear-amide hydrolases, such as aminoacylase (50 units/mg), acyllysine deacylase (40 units/mg) and peptide glutaminase (70 units/mg).”
I have to say, Pisspants, that I’m becoming jaded from wading through the seemingly endless ocean of breathtaking stupidity being generated by creationists, but this one still gave me cause to pause for a moment and wonder how people as dumb as you are capable remembering how to breathe. While it’s obvious to anyone with any kind of biochemical training that Kinoshita and colleagues were specifically comparing the relative enzymatic activity of nylonase with those of other amide hydrolyzing enzymes, it seems that you ignorant pieces of pig-shit decided that this passage was referring to a fifty-fold difference in organism fitness. 
If the cretin responsible for making this particular claim were capable of being even faintly aware of the magnitude of his fuckwittedness, then there might be a chance that he’d feel some of the embarrassment that a normal human being would experience in showing himself up as such an unmitigated dullard in public. Of course contemptible, oafish simpletons such as you and he seem to be incapable of exhibiting such self-awareness and instead, in your smug, self-assured conceit think that you can make meaningful pronouncements from your almost infinite ignorance on subjects that others have taken years to educate themselves in.
So, now that I’ve made my point, let’s go on to take a look at why you decided to switch from lying about nylonase to lying about the random generation of genetic diversity in bacterial populations.
“Believe it or not, these rapid changes have also been observed in people, although not exactly the same.”
This is the point where, if I were capable of behaving like a creationist, I would simply ignore everything else you said and use this clip as evidence that you admit that random genetic changes in higher organisms, including Man, are capable of producing evolutionarily useful, selectable variation.
Of course I’m not going to do that because: firstly, my personal ethical code and academic standards won’t allow me to stoop to the level of the creationist fucktard; secondly, because I don’t need to resort to lies and distortion because I have real evidence on my side; thirdly, because I don’t feel psychologically compelled to defend an intellectually indefensible belief system in order to protect my fragile psyche from realization that it’s all just so much childish bullshit; and finally because the reality of what you really mean in fact does a far better job than I ever could of highlighting how stupendously shallow your thought processes are.
So with that said, let’s take off out shoes and socks and take a little wade, shall we?
“In a mere matter of a few weeks, climbers of Mount Everest experienced rapid adaptations in their bodies’ ability to carry oxygen.”
I have to say, Pisspants, that if anyone had asked me before I’d watched this video, whether it was possible for someone to be even dumber than Carl Gallups, I would have said no. Obviously I’m now going to have to reconsider because it seems that your laboring under the erroneous impression that altitude acclimatization is a process that occurs at the genetic level.
Of course, like pretty much all the other malodorous arse-air that creationists insist on expelling in lieu arguments, this is nothing more than another filthy piece of misinformation that’s being that’s being asserted as fact in the hope that some people may mistake it for something that bears a passing resemblance to reality.
In fact, it’s been long established that high altitude tolerance is a result of increased red blood cell count due to an erythropoietic response induced by hypoxia, although more recently additional physiological responses have also been implicated including the induction of angiogenesis and the modulation of various metabolic pathways. I am unaware, however, of a single report of altitude tolerance developing in an individual due to genetic modification.
Furthermore, for you to imply that the acquisition of altitude tolerance in an individual is comparable to adaptation via genetic variation in a population further betrays the unplumbed depths of your ignorance and shit-wittery. In sexually reproducing species, of course, variation is passed on via mutations that occur in parental germ-lines so that each cell in the resulting progeny carries them. Genetically based altitude tolerance arising in an adult would require, therefore, the coordinated mutation of trillions of somatic cells, an event of infinitesimally small probability and for which no known mechanism exists. Unless you care to supply us with such a mechanism and some empirical and verifiable evidence to support it, Pisspants, it would probably be best for you to stop making a complete dick of yourself by proudly sharing your ignorance with us, and instead just shut the fuck up because you’re embarrassing your god.
“These humans never exhibit any reason to believe that they ever have been. Or ever will be, anything but human. Whether we’re talking about nylonase or E. Coli or any other bacteria, we’re always talking about bacteria.”
And there we have it. The actual fucking point. Unfortunately, Pisspants, I regret to inform you that having to sit through the three unbearably tedious three minutes it took to get there was definitely not worth the effort. I mean… it that really the best you can do? You really thought it was worth the effort of making a new video and bollocksing pointlessly on about nylonase and altitude acclimatization just to come up with the same “it’s still a fish… it’s still a bird… it’s still a frog” straw-man that creationists have been ineffectually swatting at for decades?
Well, Pisspants, unfortunately for you this particular line of reasoning is, somewhat ironically… still a turd. That’s because the conception of evolution that you’re trying to debunk bears no resemblance to the theory that expounded by science, and quite frankly if anyone other than dull-fucks like you actually took it seriously I’d probably be trying to debunk it too.
In reality, although you’re too stupid to understand why, observations of the kind you’re expecting would actually disprove real evolutionary theory, which predicts that speciation occurs in populations, not individuals, following reproductive isolation, and in general  over periods of thousands to millions years and not in a single generation.
It’s these false, perhaps deliberately held, conceptions and stultifying ignorance that lead to monumental fuckwits like Ray Comfort expecting scientists to demonstrate the existence of crockoducks, or to see a dog appear fully formed from the vagina of an armadillo before beginning its futile quest for a bitch in heat.
If you want to try to credibly discredit evolution, Pisspants, try learning about it first by reading a book or two and then come up with some arguments against the real thing and not the steaming turd festering in your mind that you think passes for it.
“The bible predicts this ability to adapt within the created kind. Noah didn’t bring two of every animal onto the ark – he bought two over every kind. These kinds have been mutating and adapting within their created barriers ever since, giving us the wide variety of species we observe today.”
Unfortunately, despite your assertions Pisspants, the physical evidence shows no such thing and in fact points to exactly the opposite – that is that your alleged world-wide flood never happened apart from in the imaginations of the desert goat-fondlers whose word you put so much stock in.
For example, the fossil record quite clearly demonstrates an ordered continuum of life forms appearing and disappearing over time throughout the geological column, as new related phyla arise, diversify and sometimes contract and become extinct. All of this is meticulously and precisely documented by dedicated and highly trained professionals and shows a gradual progression from primitive to modern which is beautifully explained by evolutionary theory.
Your alternative, in contrast, does nothing to address this ordered hierarchy except for coming up with laughably simplistic rationalizations which can’t even explain why cockles managed to outrun T. rexes to the top of the Himalayas. The quality of your thoughts, Pisspants, betrays the mindset of people who work to the same standards they set in their third grade science fair project and seem to think that real researchers do the same.
“Gametic isolation prevents the microbe-to- man evolution myth taught under the guise of science designed to promote the Star Trek fairy tale atheism some believe will someday do away with belief in supernatural realities like heaven and hell, judgment and eternal punishment.”
Wow. Just wow. It seems, Pisspants, that you’re dropping IQ points faster than a pastor dropping Benjamins in exchange for male prostitutes and coke. Gametic isolation doesn’t prevent “microbe to man” evolution -  it’s the fucking result of it, and is one of the many mechanisms that play a role in the process of speciation.
I can only imagine that you assert the opposite because ignorant fuckwits like you harbor the erroneous idea that science claims that evolutionary change is driven by the hybridization of disparate and distantly related species, when instead it predicts that this is a process that should never happen. This once again explains why Ray Cumfart and Kirk Camoron seem to think that their laughably delusional musings on crocoducks have some kind of bearing on reality.
Once again, Pisspants – please take the time to learn something about the actual theory of evolution before wasting everybody’s time by attacking the ludicrous parody of it that’s been built from you and your fellow rectal intellectuals’ ignorance.
Oh, and as for the latter part of this clip – there’s not really much I can say to that except to point out the oxymoronic nature of your incoherent phrase, “supernatural reality”, call you a fucking idiot… and laugh at you.
“The new religion sounds very intellectual, very nuanced and out of most people’s reach. So society has given the thinking elite carte blanche, the public trust. The keys to the hope of humanity’s future.”
Ignoring the fact that science is not a religion and has nothing to do with atheism, I do have to agree that it is out of the reach of people like you. You see, Pisspants, it turns out that as we’ve developed it, modern science has become progressively more difficult, so if someone insists on being a deliberately ignorant and arrogant dumbfuck, then it will remain out of their reach. However, it’s not so complicated that anyone who’s willing to make an effort and not sick their heads up their arse at the mere sniff of a fact, should be able to grasp and appreciate the basics.
Fortunately for us society hasn’t listened to ignorant asshats like you and has come to realize the benefits of science in exchange for relinquishing its grasp of ancient fables, no matter how comforting they are.
And I for one am grateful for it, Pisspants because I for one appreciate the fruits that we’ve reaped from the tree of knowledge that science has grown for us. I for one am grateful to those who came before me and ignored the deranged rantings of those who came before you. I for one am grateful to be able to live a life that’s essentially free from pain, suffering, hunger, disease and discomfort. I for one am grateful to be able to spend much of my time with my loved ones being entertained and appreciating our fleeting time on Mother Earth, instead of having to spend every waking moment eking out a miserable existence in fear and ignominy. And I for one am grateful to live in an age where I can share in understanding at least a little of our wondrous Universe instead of making up primitive and childish fables to explain it.
You on the other hand, eagerly accept these same gifts with both hands and then spit in the face and mock those who gave them to you like an ungrateful, churlish brat. You, who are too stupid to even begin to appreciate the intricacy and complexity of subjects that you dismiss with an arrogant wave of your hand, are beneath contempt. You are a pox on humanity, the filth on the bottom of our shoes, and the sooner we wipe that filth away the sooner we remove the risk of you and your kind dragging us back into the dark ages.
Because it were up to you and your fellow delusional, brainwashed Luddites, we’d still be spending our winter nights huddled around sputtering campfires praying to an empty sky to make our lives better, instead of huddled around our computers laughing at stupid dipshits like you.

